When the woman looks
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Whenever the movie screen holds a particularly effective image of terror, little boys and grown
men make it a point of honor to look, while little girls and grown women cover their eyes or
hide behind the shoulders of their dates. There are excellent reasons for this refusal of the
woman to look, not the least of which is that she is often asked to bear witness to her own
powerlessness in the face of rape, mutilation and murder. Another excellent reason for the
refusal to look is the fact that women are given so little to identify with on the screen. Laura
Mulvey’s extremely inﬂuential article on visual pleasure in narrative cinema has best deﬁned
this problem in terms of a dominant male look at the woman that leaves no place for the
woman’s own pleasure in seeing: she exists only to be looked at.1
Like the female spectator, the female protagonist often fails to look, to return the gaze of
the male who desires her. In the classical narrative cinema, to see is to desire. It comes as no
surprise, then, that many of the “good girl” heroines of the silent screen were often ﬁguratively,
or even literally, blind.2 Blindness in this context signiﬁes a perfect absence of desire, allowing
the look of the male protagonist to regard the woman at the requisite safe distance necessary
to the voyeur’s pleasure, with no danger that she will return that look and in so doing express
desires of her own. The relay of looks within the ﬁlm thus duplicates the voyeuristic pleasure
of the cinematic apparatus itself—a pleasure that Christian Metz and Laura Mulvey have
suggested to be one of the primary pleasures of ﬁlm viewing: the impression of looking in on
a private world unaware of the spectator’s own existence.3
[. . .]
The bold, smoldering dark eyes of the silent screen vamp offer an obvious example of a
powerful female look.4 But the dubious moral status of such heroines, and the fact that they
must be punished in the end, undermine the legitimacy and authentic subjectivity of this
look, frequently turning it into a mere parody of the male look.5 More instructive are those
moments when the “good girl” heroines are granted the power of the look, whether in the
woman’s film, as discussed by Mary Ann Doane in this volume,6 or in the horror film as
discussed below. In both cases, as Doane suggests, “the woman’s exercise of an active
investigating gaze can only be simultaneous with her own victimization.”7 The woman’s gaze
is punished, in other words, by narrative processes that transform curiosity and desire into
masochistic fantasy.
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The horror ﬁlm offers a particularly interesting example of this punishment in the woman’s
terriﬁed look at the horrible body of the monster. In what follows I will examine the various
ways the woman is punished for looking in both the classic horror ﬁlm and in the more recent
“psychopathic” forms of the genre. I hope to reveal not only the process of punishment but a
surprising (and at times subversive) afﬁnity between monster and woman, the sense in which
her look at the monster recognizes their similar status within patriarchal structures of seeing.
In F. W. Murnau’s Nosferatu (1922), for example, Nina’s ambiguous vigil by the sea is ﬁnally
rewarded, not by the sight of her returning husband who arrives by land in a carriage, but by
the vampire’s ship towards which a wide-eyed Nina in a trance-like state reaches out her
arms.8 Later, from the windows of facing houses, Nina and the vampire stare at one another
until she ﬁnally opens the window. When the vampire’s shadow approaches, she again stares
at him in wide-eyed terror until he attacks.
There are several initial distinctions to be made between what I have characterized above
as the desiring look of the male-voyeur-subject and the woman’s look of horror typiﬁed by
Nina’s trance-like fascination. First, Nina’s look at the vampire fails to maintain the distance
between observer and observed so essential to the “pleasure” of the voyeur. For where the
(male) voyeur’s properly distanced look safely masters the potential threat of the (female)
body it views, the woman’s look of horror paralyzes her in such a way that distance is
overcome; the monster or the freak’s own spectacular appearance holds her originally active,
curious look in a trance-like passivity that allows him to master her through her look. At the
same time, this look momentarily shifts the iconic center of the spectacle away from
the woman to the monster.
Rupert Julian’s 1925 version of The Phantom of the Opera, starring Lon Chaney and Mary
Philbin, offers another classic example of the woman’s look in the horror ﬁlm. Christine, an
aspiring young opera singer, is seduced by the voice of the Phantom speaking to her through
the walls of her dressing room at the Paris Opera. She follows “her master’s voice” by stepping
through the mirror of her dressing room. Her ﬁrst glimpse of the masked Phantom occurs as
she turns to respond to the touch of his hand on her shoulder. Thus her look occurs after the
ﬁlm audience has had its own chance to see him—they are framed in a two-shot that has him
standing slightly behind her; only when she turns does she see his masked face.
Similarly, in the famous unmasking scene, Christine ﬁrst thrills to the sound of the organ
music the Phantom plays (“Don Juan Triumphant”), then sneaks up behind him and hesitates
several times before finally pulling the string that will drop his mask. Since both he and
Christine face the camera in a two-shot (with Christine situated behind him) we again see the
Phantom’s face, this time unmasked, before Christine does. The audience thus receives
the first shock of the horror even while it can still see the curiosity and desire to see on
Christine’s face.9
Everything conspires here to condemn the desire and curiosity of the woman’s look. Our
prior knowledge of what she will see encourages us to judge her look as a violation of the
Phantom’s privacy. Her unmasking of his face reveals the very wounds, the very lack, that
the Phantom had hoped her blind love would heal. It is as if she has become responsible
for the horror that her look reveals, and is punished by not being allowed the safe distance
that ensures the voyeur’s pleasure of looking. “Feast your eyes, glut your soul, on my accursed
ugliness!” cries the Phantom as he holds her face up close to his.
When the men in this ﬁlm look at the Phantom, the audience ﬁrst sees the man looking,
then adopts his point of view to see what he sees. The audience’s belated adoption of the
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woman’s point of view undermines the usual audience identiﬁcation and sympathy with the
look of the cinematic character. But it may also permit a different form of identiﬁcation and
sympathy to take place, not between the audience and the character who looks, but between
the two objects of the cinematic spectacle who encounter one another in this look—the
woman and the monster.
In The Phantom of the Opera Christine walks through her mirror to encounter a monster whose
face lacks the ﬂesh to cover its features. Lon Chaney’s incarnation of the Phantom’s nose, for
example, gives the effect of two large holes; the lips fail to cover a gaping mouth. Early in the
ﬁlm women dancers from the corps de ballet argue excitedly about his nose: “He had no nose!”
“Yes he did, it was enormous!” The terms of the argument suggest that the monster’s body is
perceived as freakish in its possession of too much or too little. Either the monster is
symbolically castrated, pathetically lacking what Christine’s handsome lover Raoul possesses
(“He had no nose!”), or he is overly endowed and potent (“Yes he did, it was enormous!”). Yet
it is a truism of the horror genre that sexual interest resides most often in the monster and
not the bland ostensible heroes like Raoul who often prove powerless at the crucial moment.
(The Phantom of the Opera is no exception. Raoul passes out when most needed and Christine’s
rescue is accomplished by her accidental fall from the Phantom’s racing carriage.)
Clearly the monster’s power is one of sexual difference from the normal male. In this
difference he is remarkably like the woman in the eyes of the traumatized male: a biological
freak with impossible and threatening appetites that suggest a frightening potency precisely
where the normal male would perceive a lack. In fact, the Phantom’s last act of the ﬁlm is to
restage the drama of the lack he represents to others. Cornered by a crowd more bestial than
he has ever been, a crowd that wants to tear him apart, the Phantom pulls back his hand as
if threatening to detonate an explosive device. The crowd freezes, the Phantom laughs and
opens his hand to reveal that it contains . . . nothing at all.
It is this absence, this nothing at all so dramatically brandished by the Phantom, that
haunts a great many horror ﬁlms and often seems the most effective element of their horror.
It may very well be, then, that the power and potency of the monster body in many classic
horror ﬁlms—Nosferatu, The Phantom of the Opera, Vampyr, Dracula, Freaks, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
King Kong, Beauty and the Beast—should not be interpreted as an eruption of the normally
repressed animal sexuality of the civilized male (the monster as double for the male viewer
and characters in the ﬁlm), but as the feared power and potency of a different kind of sexuality
(the monster as double for the women).
As we have seen, one result of this equation seems to be the difference between the look
of horror of the man and of the woman. The male look expresses conventional fear at that
which differs from itself. The female look—a look given preeminent position in the horror
ﬁlm—shares the male fear of the monster’s freakishness, but also recognizes the sense in
which this freakishness is similar to her own difference. For she too has been constituted as
an exhibitionist-object by the desiring look of the male. There is not that much difference
between an object of desire and an object of horror as far as the male look is concerned. (In
one brand of horror ﬁlm this difference may simply lie in the age of its female stars. The Bette
Davises and the Joan Crawfords considered too old to continue as spectacle-objects
nevertheless persevere as horror objects in ﬁlms like Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? and Hush
. . . Hush, Sweet Charlotte.) The strange sympathy and afﬁnity that often develops between the
monster and the girl may thus be less an expression of sexual desire (as in King Kong, Beauty
and the Beast) and more a ﬂash of sympathetic identiﬁcation.
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In Carson McCullers’ The Member of the Wedding, Frankie fears that the carnival freaks look
at her differently, secretly connecting their eyes with hers, saying with their look “We know
you. We are you!”10 Similarly, in The Phantom of the Opera, when Christine walks through a mirror
that ceases to reﬂect her, it could very well be that she does so because she knows she will
encounter a truer mirror in the freak of the Phantom on the other side. In other words, in the
rare instance when the cinema permits the woman’s look, she not only sees a monster, she
sees a monster that offers a distorted reﬂection of her own image. The monster is thus a
particularly insidious form of the many mirrors patriarchal structures of seeing hold up to the
woman. But there are many kinds of mirrors; and in this case it may be useful to make a
distinction between beauty and the beast in the horror ﬁlm.
Laura Mulvey has shown that the male look at the woman in the cinema involves two
forms of mastery over the threat of castration posed by her “lack” of a penis: a sadistic
voyeurism which punishes or endangers the woman through the agency of an active and
powerful male character; and fetishistic over-valuation, which masters the threat of castration
by investing the woman’s body with an excess of aesthetic perfection.11
Stephen Heath, summarizing the unspoken other side of Mulvey’s formulation, suggests
that the woman’s look can only function to entrap her further within these patriarchal
structures of seeing:
If the woman looks, the spectacle provokes, castration is in the air, the Medusa’s head
is not far off; thus, she must not look, is absorbed herself on the side of the seen, seeing
herself seeing herself, Lacan’s femininity.12
In other words, her look even here becomes a form of not seeing anything more than the
castration she so exclusively represents for the male.
If this were so, then what the woman “sees” would only be the mutilation of her own body
displaced onto that of the monster. The destruction of the monster that concludes so many
horror ﬁlms could therefore be interpreted as yet another way of disavowing and mastering
the castration her body represents. But here I think it may be helpful to introduce a distinction
into Mulvey’s, Heath’s, and ultimately Freud’s, notion of the supposed “mutilation” of the
“castrated” woman that may clarify the precise meaning of the woman’s encounter with a
horror version of her own body.
A key moment in many horror ﬁlms occurs when the monster displaces the woman as site
of the spectacle. In King Kong, Kong is literally placed on stage to “perform” before awed and
fearful audiences. In The Phantom of the Opera, the Phantom makes a dramatic, show-stopping
entrance at the Masked Ball as the Masque of the Red Death, wearing a mask modeled on the
absences of his own face beneath. Count Dracula, in both the Murnau and the Browning
versions, makes similarly show-stopping performances. Tod Browning’s Freaks begins and
ends with the side-show display of the woman who has been transformed by the freaks into
part bird, part woman. These spectacular moments displaying the freakish difference of
the monster’s body elicit reactions of fear and awe in audiences that can be compared to the
Freudian hypothesis of the reaction of the male child in his ﬁrst encounter with the “mutilated”
body of his mother.
In her essay, “Pornography and the Dread of Women,” Susan Lurie offers a significant
challenge to the traditional Freudian notion that the sight of the mother’s body suggests to
the male child that she has herself undergone castration. According to Lurie, the real trauma
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for the young boy is not that the mother is castrated but that she isn’t: she is obviously not
mutilated the way he would be if his penis were taken from him. The notion of the woman as
a castrated version of a man is, according to Lurie, a comforting, wishful fantasy intended to
combat the child’s imagined dread of what his mother’s very real power could do to him. This
protective fantasy is aimed at convincing himself that “women are what men would be if they
had no penises—bereft of sexuality, helpless, incapable.”13
I suggest that the monster in the horror ﬁlm is feared by the “normal” males of such ﬁlms
in ways very similar to Lurie’s notion of the male child’s fear of this mother’s power-indifference. For, looked at from the woman’s perspective, the monster is not so much lacking
as he is powerful in a different way. The vampire ﬁlm offers a clear example of the threat this
different form of sexuality represents to the male. The vampiric act of sucking blood, sapping
the life ﬂuid of a victim so that the victim in turn becomes a vampire, is similar to the female
role of milking the sperm of the male during intercourse.14 What the vampire seems to
represent then is a sexual power whose threat lies in its difference from a phallic “norm.” The
vampire’s power to make its victim resemble itself is a very real mutilation of the once human
victim (teeth marks, blood loss), but the vampire itself, like the mother in Lurie’s formulation,
is not perceived as mutilated, just different.
Thus what is feared in the monster (whether vampire or simply a creature whose difference
gives him power over others) is similar to what Lurie says is feared in the mother: not her own
mutilation, but the power to mutilate and transform the vulnerable male. The vampire’s
insatiable need for blood seems a particularly apt analogue for what must seem to the man
to be an insatiable sexual appetite—yet another threat to his potency. So there is a sense in
which the woman’s look at the monster is more than simply a punishment for looking, or a
narcissistic fascination with the distortion of her own image in the mirror that patriarchy
holds up to her; it is also a recognition of their similar status as potent threats to a vulnerable
male power. This would help explain the often vindictive destruction of the monster in the
horror ﬁlm and the fact that this destruction generates the frequent sympathy of the women
characters, who seem to sense the extent to which the monster’s death is an exorcism of the
power of their own sexuality. It also helps to explain the conventional weakness of the male
heroes of so many horror ﬁlms (e.g., David Manners in Dracula, Colin Clive in Frankenstein) and
the extreme excitement and surplus danger when the monster and the woman get together.
Thus I suggest that, in the classic horror ﬁlm, the woman’s look at the monster offers at
least a potentially subversive recognition of the power and potency of a non-phallic sexuality.
Precisely because this look is so threatening to male power, it is violently punished.
[. . .]
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Angeles, American Film Institute.
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Miriam White points out that the ﬁlm’s visuals suggest that Nina is really awaiting the
Count, not her husband, even though the ﬁlm’s intertitles construe Nina’s behavior only
in relation to her husband: “Narrative Semantic Deviation: Duck-Rabbit Texts of Weimar
Cinema.” (Paper delivered at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Center for Twentieth
Century Studies conference on Cinema and Language, March 1979.)
I am indebted to Bruce Kawin for pointing out to me the way in which the audience receives
the ﬁrst shock of this look at the Phantom.
Leslie Fiedler refers to this passage in Freaks: Myths and Images of the Secret Self (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1978), p. 17.
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Susan Lurie, “Pornography and the Dread of Woman,” in Take Back the Night, ed. Laura
Lederer (New York: William Morrow, 1980), pp. 159–173. Melanie Klein, in Psycho-Analysis
of Children (London: Hogarth Press, 1932), has written extensively of the child’s terror of
being devoured, torn up, and destroyed by the mother, although for Klein these fears
derive from a pre-oedipal stage and apply to both male and female infants.
According to Stan Brakhage the word “nosferatu” itself means “splashed with milk” in
Transylvanian. A Romanian legend tells how a servant woman frightened by Count Dracula
spilled a pitcher of milk on him. Brakhage thus suggests that the word connotes a
homosexual allusion of “sucking for milk.” (Film Biographies [Berkeley, CA: Turtle Island,
1977], p. 256.)

